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About This Game
Go bananas for a jaw-dropping, lightning-fast kart racer for all ages and abilities! All-Star Fruit Racing propels players into
vibrant worlds filled with incredible action: drift through looping bends, soar over monumental jumps and defy gravity itself
around tubular tracks in an explosively colorful racer bursting with championships, modes and awe-inspiring sights!

Jump into a bumper career mode!
Pick your favourite character and battle for the first place trophy in a series of testing championships. Balance speed and skill as
you battle nine other racers in a frantically fruity scrap for the podium and the all-important winner's prizes, unlocking new
characters, championships and kart parts along the way!

Master all the modes!
Called yourself the champion of the champion? The journey has just begun! Create Custom Championships and select between
three different difficulty settings and speeds to fine-tune your challenge, or dive into a range of different gametypes including
Dragster races, Hill Climbs, Elimination races, Time Attacks and even modifier-filled modes that rewrite the rulebook!

Dominate the seasons!
Burn rubber in 21 incredible courses spread across five stunning worlds: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter and Special Islands.
Speed up volcanoes, around the twisting bodies of giant snakes and between giant, kart-crushing snowballs on some of the
craziest racing tracks ever imagined!
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Fire up The Juicer!
Bruise your foes (and their egos) by unleashing devastating fruit-based moves with the innovative Juicer power-up system.
Collect different types of fruit as you race to fill up The Juicer's liquid tanks, then custom-combine your juice tanks' power to
let loose a combo power-up. Will you let loose a volley of different power-ups, or save all of your fruit power until your unique
Mega-Juice move's ready to help you reach first place?

Take on friends and family!
Don't race alone! Share the All-Star Fruit Racing fun with everyone in two-, three- and four-player split-screen action!

Challenge the whole world!
Race against others from across the globe in eight-player online showdowns!

Customize your kart!
Unlock new parts as you play to help you redesign, rebuild and recolour your dream ride. It's not just about winning - it's about
winning with style, and over 32,000 possible kart combinations await so your perfect vehicle is just a tinker in the Garage
away...
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Title: All-Star Fruit Racing
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
3DClouds.it
Publisher:
PQube Limited
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: 64 bit Windows 10 / 8 / 7
Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K 3.3GHz / AMD FX-8150 3.6GHz or equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 550 Ti / Radeon HD 6790 2GB VRAM*
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 4 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard
Additional Notes: * Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported. Steering wheels not
supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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No. Bad. For a game that seems to require extremely precise movement, when you tap forward of back you jump about a player
character length. Also, don't die before the first save point - the game locks up and you have to restart it. Hard games can be
fine, especially challening platformers, but they have to be fair. Accurate hitboxes and precise movement. This game doesn't
have either.
Graphics look like they are straight from the original Gameboy, which isn't a compliment. They aren't as smooth as Donkey
Kong was back in the day.
It does have a funky soundtrack though!. It is a nice little game with a combat system with sound mechanics based on what
weapon and armour you are wearing at the moment in dungeon crawler style battles, after all it is pretty much a dungeon
crawler. After the prologue you are given total freedom to do what you want to pay of your debt. This is pretty much the games
strength and weakness, you are given freedom to visit dungeons, fight in the arena, do quests and trade with zero to no
instructions as to what to do or where to go. There is nice character story arcs if you can find them and a main story to go with
it. The game surely has some soul: The pixels sprites of the characters are really nice. The combat, story and world have some
thought put into it. As for presentation, the game is good. It also has a basic relationship system which determines if certain
characters can become companions. Also, multiple endings. But:
The game is grindy, you will grind for levels, but the most important things to survival in the late game is gear. You can buy
gear, but it is random and the price increases with your level so I will say this right here to ease your adventure: GEAR
PROGRESSION IS BEST DONE IN THE DUNGEONS. Once you have cash to buy the cheapest keys go into dungeons and
grind those chests. When your level is high enough the lowest chests will give equipment you can sell for 5000 while a key cost
around 200. After a while you can get some silver chests. You can also do small fetch quests, which has the rewards balanced so
that if you buy the items elsewhere ( certain items can only be bought certain places ) you will have a profit. Items also can be
sold for higher prices from place to place (trading sim). Also, your character portrait changes depending on your weapon and if
the weapon is good. A nice little touch.
Do I recommend this game? Yes. It is kind of underappreciated. It is a solid game in the sea of low effort animesque games on
the platform. This game sure is not for everyone, but if you like grinding, character stories and exploring this game is for you.
Spoiler:
to beat the final boss you must have top tier gear and weapons, and top tier companion with good equipment . This is 3rd
revision of review. Despite the record, I should've played around 50 hours or so.
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Reason for not recommending: not worth $15. I only kept it because I missed refund.
The game is ok, it has decent amount of character with some variety. Unfortunately, you won't be finding any originality here,
all of the moveset came from somewhere else like KOF and Street Fighter. It has some defensive move, some offensive move.
Parrying is the selling point. Since the game focuses on simplicity, you won't be spending too much time learning how to use
each characters.
Here are problems: online, menu UIs, little controller support.
There are very limited online players out there. If you are lucky you can find 10 people. If you are bad at the fighting game,
enjoy getting beat'en up for a while. I spent about 1 hour getting defeated for over 20 times by same person. I also wanted to
point out that hosting a match is a nightmare. I tried with my friend and it did not work.
The promissed GGPO netcode is not included. You must port forward your router, but then again, not all of the router will allow
you to do it fully, so in worst case scenario you will be stuck playing on random match only.
The menu UI is not very good. Online is difficult to see, confusing, it's not polished at all. Seeing "2 arcade modes" doesn't
make any sense. There are some options in training mode, but hard to navigate.
Unlike many other fighting on steam, this game has very small support for controllers. Keybinding is pain in a butt, you have to
go through your system file and open document in notepad, reading them in JAPANESE.
If you still need explanation for not recommending this game, just think for a moment- you have 2 options, between Yatagarasu
and Street Fighter. Both have similar style, but Street Fighter have far more characters, more online players, and most
importantly, more single player options. Even with its double price, the Street Fighter is what I would get, in fact, what I
SHOULD have gotten. It really doesn't matter if it's doujin or big company game, there should be no excuse for poor qualityyou are the one who's paying for it.
If you bought majority of fighting games on Steam, then I guess this is your limited choice left. If you just started to look for
fighting games, I don't recommend this game. If you are limited to your budget, go get Skullgirls. While Skullgirls are harsh on
online, it is much more completed game than this.. This game is just awesome. The graphics, animation and the way the story is
handled is a picture of what VR can be... Bluehole: OMG CAN WE COPY STRIKE TOTALLY ACCURATE
BATTLEGROUNDS???? LIKE RIGHT NOW?????
7/11 copystriken't
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The game is too simplistic to be taken seriously as a "tycoon" kind of game, I refunded mine.. There's a reason that this game is
called chip's challenge so expect nothing less. Just a warning though, if patience is not your thing don't buy it. If you want to beat
the game in one day don't buy it. If you can't handle failure don't buy it. It's a true challenge, a clever, simplistic in first glance
game that manipulates all its components to create something new on every level. I have played many, way too many games and
this one is nothing like the others. It's a must have game that you can play a few minutes every day, but no more than that hoping
that you manage to make a small progress by beating one or two levels.. Highly recommended because you can get 100%
achievements in 60-90 minutes!!! :D
Otherwise, the game is far from satisfying:
1. Field of view is baaaaad. The angle is just awful
2. You find a map early in the game, but it's nearly useless
3. You will get lost because of the nearly useless map
4. The ending makes no sense (at least it's really short)
5. Voice acting is terrible
I get it, developers had a nice idea, but the execution was very poor. The game would have been much better if the map was
visible on the screen (and there's plenty of room for it) or at least interactive (there should be some kind of current-locationpointer or something like that).
I paid 0.18 Euros for this. I got 3 cards and 100% achievement completion. I really shouldn't complain :). pretty good game.
Great fun, short but with an interestinga artistic style. Highly recommend playing it.
. Despite picking up Black ink for only one particular feature, the power of said feature was well worth the asking price. Now,
after getting up to my elbows in it for two hours I can tell you that the brush editor in Black ink goes places that photoshop won't
and works in a way that actually helps you create things faster. Well worth the money, and I can't wait to see more features.
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